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Abstract—One of the modern global trends is the accelerated formation of a “blue economy” based on trans-
port and logistics, resource and raw materials, and other opportunities of the seas and oceans, which occupy
more than 70% of the Earth’s surface. The article substantiates the growth in the importance of maritime eco-
nomic activity for the Russian Federation and emphasizes the peculiarities of realizing its interests in the
World Ocean, taking into account foreign policy, marketing and economic, technical and technological,
financial and investment, infrastructural, and institutional opportunities and limitations. Attention is focused
on the factors and features of the dynamics and spatial localization of such important industries for Russia as
seaports and logistics, hydrocarbon production on sea shelves, production and processing of marine biolog-
ical resources, shipbuilding, and coastal industry. It is shown that, on the one hand, Russia’s sphere of poten-
tial (declared) interests is the waters of the entire World Ocean and, on the other, the country’s maritime
activity has a predominantly Circumeurasian (delimiting the mainland confined to its marginal seas) charac-
ter, consistently shifting (under the influence of climatic, market, and geopolitical factors) into the Arctic, as
well as the coastal zones and water areas of the Far East. The maritime interests of the leading Russian com-
panies (Gazprom, Rosneft, Lukoil, NOVATEK, Rosatom and Rosatomflot, Sovkomflot, Norilsk Nickel,
etc.) are emphasized, an inventory of limiting factors and the risks of further maritime orientation of the Rus-
sian economy has been compiled, and the most important areas of Russia’s presence in regions of the World
Ocean in conditions of growing geopolitical turbulence and geoeconomic competition are identified. As spe-
cific results, we should single out the well-substantiated priority directions of Russia’s presence in the World
Ocean, as well as the main priorities and directions for building up an effective Russian presence there. The
identified limiting factors and limitations of maritime activity in modern Russia are of particular interest.
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INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION
OF THE PROBLEM

The World Ocean and coastal zones closely associ-
ated with it have historically been a priority arena for
global competition, cooperation, and the creation of
new value. In the second half of the 19th century,
Alfred T. Mahen, in his famous book The Influence of
Sea Power on History (1660–1783), argued that posses-
sion or control over the ocean and its use is now and
has always been a great factor in world history (Der-
gachev, 2011; Gudev, 2016). The importance of the
“coastal strips” of the Mediterranean seas as a source
of “sovereign power” was noted by one of the founders
of Russian geopolitics, V.P. Semyonov-Tyan-Shansky
(1915). The advantages of the “oceanic economy”
were stated by P.N. Savitsky (1997); Fernand Braudel,

not without reason, believed that the sea “invariably
meant wealth” (1992).

An OECD report estimated the contribution of the
ocean economy in 2010 at USD 1.5 trln, or about 2.5%
of global GDP, and employment, at 31 mln jobs. It is
assumed that by 2030, the volume of the World Ocean
Economy will increase to USD 3 trln (The Ocean …,
2016). Human activity in the oceans and coastal
regions is now expanding on an unprecedented scale,
which has been assessed in a number of studies
(Böhnke-Henrichs et al., 2013; Stojanovic and
Farmer, 2013).

The growing geopolitical and geoeconomic signif-
icance of the World Ocean inherent in the first
decades of the 21st century is determined, in our opin-
ion, by the following factors: (1) the scale of global
trade, combined with global transport and logistics
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hubs confined to maritime areas (about 90% of inter-
national cargo transport occurs by sea links1); (2) the
colossal mineral and raw material potential of the sea
shelf, including hydrocarbon resources and the avail-
ability of oil and gas production infrastructure
(6000 offshore oil and gas platforms operate in the
world, providing from 25 to 30% of global energy con-
sumption), as well as increasing demand for marine
biological resources (Druzhinin and Lachininsky,
2019); (3) an increase in the military presence of lead-
ing world and regional actors amid growing geopoliti-
cal uncertainty and turbulence; (4) concentration of
coastal cities as centers of the world economy (out of
55 global alpha cities, 34 are located directly within the
coastal zone).

In scientific research, marine resources and the
blue economy have been prioritized since the second
half of the 20th century (Song et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,
2015). Qualitative and quantitative analyses of the blue
economy have been carried out in different countries
(Fernández-Macho, 2016; Foley et al., 2004; Park and
Kildow, 2014). In addition, there has been a signifi-
cant increase in the number of studies related to anal-
ysis of legislation, policies, and strategies related to
marine and coastal zones around the world (Clarke,
2006; Fernández-Macho, 2016; Suárez-de Vivero and
Rodríguez, 2017; The Ocean …, 2016). Of particular
interest is a number of geopolitical and geostrategic
developments related to analysis of the national inter-
ests of the world’s leading actors in the World Ocean
(Gorshkov, 1976; Kildow and McIlgorm, 2010;
Kurečić, 2010; Smith, 2011; Stojanovic and Farmer,
2013; Sparke, 2008).

Since the turn of the 1960–1970s, economic and
geographical studies of the World Ocean have been
actively developed in Russia (by S.S. Salnikov,
S.B. Slevich, S.B. Lavrov, V.A. Dergachev, A.P. Alkh-
imenko, etc.). In the 2010s, their renaissance has been
observed, accompanied by a concentration of relevant
scientific activity, primarily in the leading coastal cit-
ies: Vladivostok (Baklanov, 2018; Baklanov and Mos-
hkov, 2015; Baklanov et al., 2017), Kaliningrad
(Fedorov and Kuznetsova, 2019; Fedorov et al., 2017a;
Fedorov et al., 2017b), Rostov-on-Don (Druzhinin,
2019a, b, 2020a, b), and St. Petersburg (Lachininskii
et al., 2016, 2019; Lachininskii and Semenova, 2015).
Its tonality and themes reflect the increasing maritime
orientation of modern Russia’s socioeconomic space
(Druzhinin, 2019b), which is trying (as recorded in the
Maritime Doctrine of the Russian Federation) to
regain a worthy place among the leading maritime
powers. The aim of this article is to accentuate the
maritime component of Russia’s geoeconomic and
geopolitical interests and highlight the scale, degree,
and priorities of ensuring Russia’s (and its leading eco-

1 https://www.reartek.com/how-to-choose-a-company/.
Accessed April 13, 2021.
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nomic entities) presence in various regions of the
World Ocean.

MARITIME ORIENTATION OF MODERN 
RUSSIA: THE MOST IMPORTANT VECTORS

The coasts of the Russian Federation are washed by
the waters of 3 oceans, 12 seas, and 1 inland sea. Rus-
sia in its jurisdiction has 6.2 mln km2 of shelf and con-
tinental slope, the area of Russia’s exclusive economic
zones reaches (according to calculations by (Alkhi-
menko, 2005)) ~7.6 mln km2 (2% of the total area of
the World Ocean), and the total length of sea bound-
aries according to estimates (depending on the calcu-
lation methods (Kislovsky, 2009; Treivish, 1995) var-
ies from 35300 to 46000 km. Among Russian regions,
23 out of 85 have direct access to seacoasts; they
account for a total of 60.1% of the entire territory of
the country and 24.5% of its population.

Until 1991, Russia’s maritime activity was carried
out within the framework of a single all-Union eco-
nomic complex focused on the most active develop-
ment of the World Ocean (and, accordingly, the coun-
try’s assertion as not only a continental, but also a sea
power (Gorshkov, 1976). After the collapse of the
Soviet Union, Russia, having formally become geo-
graphically more oceanic (96% of its maritime bound-
aries extend to Arctic and Pacific waters (Druzhinin,
2020a)), lost a significant part of the former coastal
infrastructure of the Soviet Union (outside the Rus-
sian Federation, in the newly independent states, there
are 15 large system-forming coastal cities, 9 out of
17 former Soviet shipping companies, and 25 out of 67
of its seaports (Alkhimenko, 2005). The growth of the
maritime-oriented post-Soviet Russia that had mani-
fested itself since 1994 was primarily a compensatory,
restorative nature. However, by the beginning of the
2000s, on the whole, the recovery problems were suc-
cessfully solved, and maritime activity itself became
the most important factor in Russia’s integration into
the global economy and a significant component of
Russia’s positioning of as one of the most significant
(geoeconomically and geopolitically) maritime states
of Eurasia.

Russia’s maritime orientation manifested itself pri-
marily as a significant expansion of the network of sea-
ports, as well as explosive growth in their cargo turn-
over (from 1994 through 2020, by 7.8 times, i.e., up to
840 mln t), which was facilitation by Russia’s integra-
tion into the international division of labor and,
accordingly, an increase in mainly raw materials
exports (Table 1).

Only during the 2000s were additionally commis-
sioned modern high-tech port complexes introduced,
with capacities of 454 mln t, including transshipment
 2021
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Table 1. Transshipment volume of most important commodity export cargo by sea in 2016–2018, mln t

Source: (Druzhinin and Lachininskii, 2019).

Main export commodities
2016 2018

volume, mln t share of maritime export, % volume, mln t share of maritime export, %

Coal 166.1 82.0 199.5 80.9
Mineral fertilizers 31.5 51.4 34.0 52.3
Oil 254.8 89.5 260.2 98.1
Petroleum products 156.0 90.2 150.0 96.7
Natural gas 198.7 … 220.6 …
Ore and ferrous metals 36.9 76.4 37.3 81.5
LNG 24.2 56.2 36.7 63.2

Table 2. Dynamics of transshipment volumes of Russian cargo through seaports of Russia and neighboring countries, mln t

Source: (Druzhinin and Lachininskii, 2019).

Types of transshipment/Countries 2011 (2009) 2013 2015 2016 (2017)

Total cargo 639.5 674.5 739.2 769.1
Through Russian ports 535.6 (496) 589.8 676.8 721.9 (787)
Coastal 32.1 36.0 56.1 71.9
Foreign trade 503.5 553.8 620.7 650.0
Through ports of neighboring countries 103.9 84.8 62.4 47.2
Baltic ports 69.6 65.7 53.3 42.5
Ukrainian ports 34.2 19.1 9.1 4.7
Total foreign trade cargo of Russia 607.4 638.6 683.1 697.2
Share of ports of neighboring countries in transship-
ment volume of foreign trade cargo, % 17.1 13.3 9.1 6.8
of2: hydrocarbons, 286 mln t (in Sabetta, Varandey,
and Novy Port, Murmansk, Ust-Luga, Taman, Tua-
pse, the port of Olya, etc.); dry cargo ships, 168 mln t,
namely: coal (ports of Murmansk, Vysotsk, Taman,
Olya, Vostochny, and Vanino), grain (ports of Ust-
Luga, Taman, Olya, Vladivostok, Vanino, Rostov-on-
Don), and container complexes and universal berths
for handling general cargo (ports of Arkhangelsk,
St. Petersburg, Ust-Luga, Baltiysk, Taman, Tuapse,
Sochi, Olya, Vanino, Sakhalin, Petropavlovsk-Kam-
chatsky). Overall, there are currently 67 seaports in
Russia (with a total capacity of about
1003.6 mln t/year with a berthing front length of about
1481000 linear meters3). The development of port and
logistics complexes not only ensured the actual import
substitution in this area (Table 2), but also created pre-
conditions for reindustrialization in the main coastal
geoeconomic nodes of the country (primarily in
St. Petersburg, where, as a result, a developed auto-

2 https://www.rosmorport.ru/uploadify/988-f11a995b44861c9c-
2b1c7e0f502b433e.pdf. Accessed April 13, 2021.

3 http://morflot.gov.ru/deyatelnost/napravleniya_deyatelno-
sti/portyi_rf.html. Accessed December 1, 2020.
REGIO
motive cluster formed with a production volume of
372000 cars in 2019).

The construction of a new (absent in the Soviet
period) underwater engineering infrastructure,
including pipelines, power cables, and fiber-optic
Internet lines, has also become a clear embodiment of
maritime orientation. Among them, the most ambi-
tious (and financially costly) strategy for construction
of undersea gas pipelines has been under implementa-
tion since 2000 by Gazprom with the participation of
foreign partners (Table 3) for the export of Russian
hydrocarbons to the European Union (Germany) and
Turkey with a total value of up to USD 29 bln with a
pumped volume of 160 bln m3 (the total volume of
natural gas exports by Gazprom to European non-CIS
countries in 20194 was 199 bln m3).

Decisions on the construction of offshore gas
transmission systems were made, among other things,
in the logic of minimizing Russia’s dependence on
transit countries (taking into account the experience
of periodic transit crises with Ukraine and Belarus)

4 http://www.gazprom.ru/about/marketing/europe/. Accessed
December 1, 2020.
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Table 3. Underwater gas pipelines of Russia

Source: (Druzhinin and Lachininskii, 2019).

Gas pipeline Location
Time period 

of implementation
(Start)

Project cost Length (incl. 
underwater)

Pumping 
volume

Blue Stream CS Beregovaya (Krasnodar 
Krai)–Samsun (Turkey)

2001–2003 USD 3.2 bln 1213 km
(396 km)

16 bln m3

Nord Stream-1 CS Portovaya (Leningrad 
Oblast)–Greifswald (Germany)

2010–2012
(October 8, 2012)

EUR 7.4 bln 1224 km 55 bln m3

Turkish Stream CS Russkaya (Krasnodar 
Krai)– Kıyıköy (Turkey)

2017–2019
(1.01.2020)

USD 6-7 bln 1090 km 
(910 km)

31.5 bln m3

Nord Stream-2 Ust-Luga (Leningrad Oblast)–
Greifswald (Germany)

2019–2021
n/a

EUR 9.5 bln 1224 km 55 bln m3
and arresting possible geopolitical risks. However, it
was not possible to fully overcome the latter (including
due to periodically arising complications in relations
with Turkey). At the same time, unfavorable geoeco-
nomic circumstances occurred, and not only market-
related associated with the volatility of energy prices
(including in connection with the coronavirus pan-
demic), but also long-term, structural ones (competi-
tion from LNG, EU energy policy aimed at reducing
hydrocarbon imports, US activity on the energy mar-
ket, etc.). Their presence significantly reduces the
overall efficiency of undersea gas transmission facili-
ties, thereby limiting any effort to further expand their
capacity.

Over the past quarter of a century, Russia has also
implemented numerous projects to construct under-
sea cable networks, including: the Russian–Japanese
Cable Network (RJCN) (Naoetsu (Japan)–Nak-
hodka (Primorsky Krai), 1800 km); Hokkaido–
Sakhalin Cable System (HSCS) (Ishikari (Japan)–
Nevelsk (Sakhalin Oblast), 570 km); BCS North
Phase-2 (Kotka (Finland)–village of Logi (Leningrad
Oblast), 280.4 km); Caucasian Cable System (Balchik
(Bulgaria)–Poti (Georgia)–Sochi (Krasnodar Krai)–
Novorossiysk (Krasnodar Krai); Kerch Strait Cable
(Ilyich (Krasnodar Krai)–Kerch, 46 km), etc. Until
recent years, a particular problem was associated with
the lack of entry points to the global Internet infra-
structure in Russia’s Arctic zone. A unique project by
Megafon and the Finnish infrastructure operator
Cinia, to be implemented from 2020 to 2023, is
designed to eliminate this serious constraint and will
be the shortest data transfer route from Europe to
Asia.5

In modern Russia, the maritime factor is also used
in organizing international (and interregional) power
flows. In the early 2000 completed a large energy proj-
ect between the EU and the Russian Federation Baltic

5 http://www.vedomosti.ru/technology/articles/2020/07/19/
834927-megafon-nachal-stroit. Accessed January 24, 2021.
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Energy Ring. Electricity from the Leningrad NPP
went along two cable branches from the village of Ker-
novo, located near Sosnovy Bor in Leningrad Oblast,
to the town of Mussalo, located near the Finnish city
of Kotka. The length of the undersea cable is approxi-
mately 150 km. The high-voltage undersea cable
annually transmits electrical energy in the amount of
8.7 bln kWh. A significant underwater infrastructure
project was built in 2015–2016: an energy bridge
across the Kerch Strait (with a capacity of up to 810
MW), which connects the power systems of
Crimea to UES of Russia.

A factor of Russia’s maritime orientation is also its
global energy and raw materials specialization
(according to the Federal Customs Service almost
65% of Russian exports are currently fuel and energy
products), contributing towards the interests of Gaz-
prom and other specialized large business structures
(Lukoil, NOVATEK, Rosneft, etc.) in oil and gas
fields in Russia’s coastal and shelf zones. Since 1995,
Lukoil has been exploring and developing hydrocar-
bon deposits in the northern Caspian Sea. Since 1999,
the production of energy resources has also been car-
ried out (since 2007 under the control of Gazprom) on
the shelf of Sakhalin Island (in 2006 construction of
Russia’s first LNG plant began; in October 2018, its
share amounted to 4.8% of the total LNG demand for
APR and about 3.6% of global LNG demand6). Off-
shore gas production centers are being formed by Gaz-
prom in Kamchatka Krai, as well as in the shelf zones
of the Sea of Okhotsk and Kara Sea; the same com-
pany started oil production at the Prirazlomnoe field
in the Pechora Sea and is also working on a project for
an LNG plant in Vladivostok. Rosneft, which cur-
rently owns 55 licenses for areas in waters of Russia’s
Arctic, Far Eastern and southern seas, is also showing
active interest also in the sea. A large maritime ori-
ented (based on LNG technologies) project is being

6 Annual report of PJSC Gazprom for 2018. Moscow, 2019.
https://www.gazprom.ru/f/posts/01/851439/gazprom-annual-
report-2018-ru.pdf. Accessed July 10, 2019.
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implemented on the northern Yamal Peninsula by
NOVATEK (in startup 2018, it produced 68.8 bln m3

of natural gas for subsequent liquefaction), which is
also starting to create support bases for its business
(LNG storage and transshipment terminals in
Sabetta), as well as in Murmansk Oblast and Kam-
chatka. It is highly probable that in the next five years
in the Russia’s Arctic zone, Rosneft, which in Novem-
ber 2020 announced commencement of the ambitious
Vostok Oil project, is forming another significant
coastal energy production center on the Taimyr coast,
which will connect the currently planned (potentially
the largest in this macroregion) seaport of Bukhta
Sever (it is expected to be commissioned in 2024; the
oil transshipment capacity here in the future should
reach 115 mln t7), about 2000 trunk pipelines, as well
as West Irkinskoe and other oil fields, oriented towards
maritime logistics and predominantly foreign markets.

In recent years, there has been a positive trend in
the Russian fishing industry, localized primarily in
Russian Pacific waters (38% of all catches are in Kam-
chatka and 22% in Sakhalin). In particular, the total
catch of fish and seafood in the Russian Federation
increased from 3.2 mln t in 20028 to 5.4 mln t in 20199),
including orientation towards the markets of neigh-
boring states (China, Japan, etc.).

The multidimensional growth of maritime activity
corresponds to the positive dynamics of the Russian
shipbuilding industry, combining more than 150
enterprises, located primarily in large coastal urban
agglomerations: St. Petersburg (JSC Admiralty Ship-
yards, OJSC Baltic Shipyard, and other leading Rus-
sian shipbuilding industries), Vladivostok (JSC
Zvezda and another 58 enterprises and firms specializ-
ing in ship repair and shipbuilding), Rostov-on-Don
(24 medium and small enterprises), Kaliningrad (JSC
Yantar, etc.), Arkhangelsk (JSC PO Sevmash, etc.).
Since 2007, two nuclear-powered icebreakers—50 Let
Pobedy (2007) and Arktika (2020)—have been com-
missioned, as well as 5 diesel-powered icebreakers and
Russia’s first Afromax-class tanker, the Vladimir
Monomakh (2020). A system of administrative and
investment–financial measures is being introduced,
aimed at coordinating (in the format of the United
Shipbuilding Corporation established in 2007, as well
as the Marine Instrumentation Corporation estab-
lished in April 2020) and supporting national ship-
builders. The most important positive shift in the
development of domestic shipbuilding was the pro-
duction breakthrough in constructing not only large,
including nuclear-powered icebreakers, but also spe-

7 Rosneft has launched a new Vostok Oil project in Taimyr. Elec-
tronic edition. http://www.interfax.ru/business/708350.
Accessed December 12, 2020.

8 http://nationalatlas.rf/cd2/392/392.html. Accessed October 15,
2020.

9 http://marketing.rbc.ru/articles/11545/. Accessed October 15,
2020.
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cialized ice-class vessels of the leading national opera-
tors in the Arctic zone (including the f leet of Norilsk
Nickel, Rosneft, NOVATEK, etc.), as well as numer-
ous vessels serving the export of oil and LNG.

The recovery of Russian shipbuilding is also
favored by the State Arms Development Program
since 2011, which also includes modernization of the
navy. During this period, 100 surface and submarine
combat vessels were commissioned, including: 8 stra-
tegic nuclear submarines of project 955 Borey (their
total number increased to 10), 20 nonstrategic subma-
rines, 35 corvettes, 15 frigates, 6 large landing ships of
project 11711 Yantar, etc. (due to the technological and
financial problems that arose, this program, however,
was not realized in full). As a result, according to the
situation in 2019, the Russian Navy had 213 ships,
including 69 submarines (of which 46 are nuclear-
powered); the Russian Navy numbered 150 000 peo-
ple.10

As a result, maritime activity in post-Soviet Russia
not only received a multidimensional impulse, but
also acquired new additional vectors, facets. This, in
turn, initiated a partial return of the country to the
cohort of the leading maritime powers, creating pre-
requisites for expanding the area of its presence in the
World Ocean.

RUSSIA’S MULTIVECTOR PRESENCE
IN THE WORLD OCEAN

Russia’s presence in the World Ocean (motivated
by its national interests formulated in the Maritime
Doctrine of the Russian Federation) is11 polysubjec-
tive, multidimensional, and nonequilibrium for cer-
tain specific marine (and oceanic) waters. In this vir-
tually multivector maritime activity, the interests of
the Russian state (including military-strategic ones)
are combined with an orientation towards effective use
of the maritime factor by the largest Russian compa-
nies (among the first 100 Russian companies accord-
ing to the rating of RBK-500, 42 are maritime-ori-
ented; their total share in the total output of goods and
services in the Russian Federation reaches 16.5%
(Druzhinin, 2019a), as well as oriented towards the
everyday life of broad strata of the population: more
than 21 mln people live immediately in coastal cities
and municipal districts, i.e., 14.4% of the country’s
population; up to 22.5 mln annually travel to the most
popular Russian seaside resorts (up to 15 mln in Kras-
nodar Krai and 7.5 mln in Crimea); according to pre-
coronavirus 2019 information, about 14 mln more vis-
ited countries with prevailing seaside recreation

10http://structure.mil.ru/structure/forces/navy/news.htm?blk=
10339759&id=8570@egClassification&objIn-
Block=2520&ra=egNews. Accessed December 1, 2020.

11Maritime doctrine of the Russian Federation.
http://static.kremlin.ru/media/events/files/ru/uAFi5nvux-
2twaqjftS5yrIZUVTJan77L.pdf. Accessed December 1, 2020.
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(including 7 mln to Turkey, 1.2 mln to Thailand, 1 mln
to the UAE, etc.).12

Russia’s maritime multivector nature is unstable
and asymmetric. It is, of course, limited by geoeco-
nomics (up to 92–93% of the country’s total foreign
trade turnover is carried out directly with states of the
Eurasian continent); it is predetermined by geopolitics
(imperatives to contain competitors in their own mar-
itime instability); however, it is associated to an even
greater extent with the aquatic-territorial architecture
of Russia itself, primarily with the historically formed
actual diversity of its exits to a particular sea basin.

A century ago, comprehending the country’s mar-
itime problems, one of the founders of classical Eur-
asianism, P.N. Savitsky, figuratively noted that Rus-
sia’s coast is, as it were, quartered, i.e., it is torn into
four sections, isolated in the economic and naval sense
(Tridtsatye gody ..., 1931). Modern Russia’s nonequi-
librium facades already faces five sea areas encircling it
(including the Caspian), each of which is significant,
with unconditional natural, economic, and residential
specifics.

The most significant (for export and especially
import) loading terminals are concentrated of the Bal-
tic, providing about 30% of cargo turnover of all Rus-
sian seaports; there are also two (out of four) main
underwater gas pipelines and a number of existing
coastal industrial clusters (auto assembly, food indus-
try, chemistry, shipbuilding). Russia’s actual sea capi-
tal, St. Petersburg, is located here, with its powerful
scientific, educational, production, technical, innova-
tive, and technological potential with a maritime focus
(concentrated, in particular, at the Kuznetsov Naval
Academy, St. Petersburg State Marine Technical Uni-
versity, Admiral Makarov State University of Mari-
time and Inland Shipping, Central Marine Research
and Design Institute, etc.).

The Black Sea coastal direction also provides
almost a third of cargo turnover of Russian seaports
(specializing in the export of oil and oil products, as
well as grain); the Blue Stream and Turkish Stream
pipeline systems are also located here, as well as the
main coastal resort areas (the Black Sea coast of the
Caucasus and Crimea). In addition to the Baltic Sea
facade, this is the most important corridor of the
country (in total, the Black and Baltic seas provide
more than 60% of total cargo turnover of Russian sea-
ports) and a priority residential space attractive for
migrants (up to 43% of the total Russian population of
coastal cities live in the Baltic; in the Azov–Black Sea
basin, almost 26%).

The situation in the Russia’s Arctic and Pacific
zones stands in stark contrast to the western and
southwestern sea borders; here, predominantly central

12Statistics on departure of Russians abroad in 2019. [Electronic
resource] http://www.atorus.ru/news/press-centre/new/
50475.html. Accessed January 27, 2020.
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economic and residential development of the coast is
combined with the presence of the most important
fishing and oil-and-gas water areas.

Pacific Russia is responsible for almost 66% of all-
Russian catches and other biological resources and
almost 25% all Russian cargo turnover of seaports
(this indicator is growing at a faster rate); large export-
oriented energy projects are being implemented on the
Sakhalin shelf.

The Arctic vector is distinguished by the military-
power component (up to 30% of the Russian Navy’s
fleet), fishery clusters (about 20% of the national fish-
ing industry), and powerful mineral resource base of
shelf zone resources and emerging oil and gas com-
plexes on the Yamal Peninsula and Eastern Siberia. Its
axial element has been the Northern Sea Route for
almost nine decades (transport of goods along this
route in 1990 amounted to 7 mln t; by 2000 it
decreased to 1.5, again reaching the Soviet volume in
2016, and in 2020 exceeding 32 mln t), demonstrating
its ever-increasing demand under the influence of cli-
matic and geopolitical changes, as well as expanding
development of the Arctic’s resource potential (Var-
domsky, 2019; Pilyasov and Putilova, 2020).

In the reformatting of Eurasia and reintegration
processes taking place in the post-Soviet space, the
Caspian vector of maritime activity has retained its sig-
nificance for Russia, with its existing oil and gas pro-
duction (the Korchagin, Filanovsky, etc., fields), its so
far only partially used port infrastructure, and rather
large coastal urban agglomerations (including
Makhachkala, Russia’s leading city in population
growth dynamics).

The presence of long seacoasts and adjacent water
areas in Russia, falling either under the direct jurisdic-
tion of the country or to the area of its priority eco-
nomic and military-strategic interests, predetermine
the greatest saturation of Russia’s maritime activity
precisely in the near (for Russia) zone of the World
Ocean. The gradual shift of global economic activity
(and, accordingly, Russian foreign trade interests)
observed in recent years towards the coastal zones of
East, Southeast, and South Asia, as well as (Fardella
and Prodi, 2018) the renewed increasing geoeconomic
importance of the Mediterranean, increases the value
of Russia’s presence in the entire Circumeurasian
zone, including the Indo-Pacific Basin, where the
possibilities of realizing Russia’s tested maritime stra-
tegic goals are determined by the sharply intensified
(since 2013) confrontation between China and the
United States.

American interest in the Indian and Pacific oceans
is based on the work of a think tank (Project for the Next
American Century), teaming up such experts as
R. Kagan, V. Kristall, F. Fukuyama, P. Wolfowitz,
etc., who seek to substantiate preservation of US
global dominance in the 21st century. According to
their forecasts, the global center of power will shift to
 2021
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the Indo-Pacific region, and competition for influ-
ence and resources in this region may escalate into an
armed conflict. In particular, T.P.M. Barnett (cited
from (Murphy, 2010)) justifies US attention to the
Indian Ocean by the fact that it is the most nuclear of
oceans, where ships of all nuclear powers are present,
including Great Britain, France, China, Russia,
India, Pakistan, and Israel.

For China, the geoeconomic importance of the
Indian Ocean is determined primarily by the fact that
more than 80% of the oil imported by the country
passes through it. It is no coincidence that China’s
Maritime Strategy (Payette and Guorui, 2017) indi-
cates that the most important motive for development
of sea power is a sharp increase in foreign trade via sea
links. In 2013, China adopted the 21st Century Mari-
time Silk Road as a development strategy aimed at
expanding infrastructure connectivity in Southeast
Asia, Oceania, the Indian Ocean, and East Africa.

The 2015 White Paper of the PRC Government
emphasizes the need to move from protection of
exclusively coastal areas to comprehensive security
both in coastal areas and on the high seas. China’s
modern military strategy distinguishes the maritime
direction of development of the armed forces as one of
four key ones (along with outer space, cyberspace, and
the nuclear sphere). According to the International
Institute for Strategic Studies, in 2018, China pos-
sessed 62 submarines, equal in number to the Russian
submarine f leet and second only to the American fleet
(68 submarines)13. India, which has more than 180
ships and 200 naval aviation aircraft, is actively
increasing its naval potential (Druzhinin and Lachin-
inskii, 2019).

For Russia, in this context, it is strategically
important not only to display the f lag in the southern
and eastern maritime borders of Eurasia, but also to
partner with the leading regional centers of power
within the framework of their maritime (primarily
transport and logistics) projects.

In 1999, a number of transport companies from
India, Iran, and Russia signed an agreement on
export–import transport of containers along the Sri
Lanka–India–Iran–Caspian Sea–Russia interna-
tional transport corridor (ITC). In 2000, during the
second Eurasian conference on transport, an intergov-
ernmental agreement was signed on the creation of a
North–South ITC. The participating countries were
Russia, Iran, and India. The final destinations of the
North–South ITC on Russian territory should be the
ports of St. Petersburg and Ust-Luga, from where car-
goes from the Persian Gulf states, India, and South-
east Asian countries can be sent to Northern European
countries. Thus, the water area of the Arabian Sea and

13http://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/6367033.
Accessed December 1, 2020.
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Persian Gulf also falls into the sphere of presence
desirable for the Russian Federation.

Demonstrating Russia’s multivector, maritime
policy in the World Ocean is focused, as a result, on
the following geographical directions: the Atlantic,
Arctic, Pacific, Caspian, Indian Ocean and Antarctic
(Table 4).

Russia’s sphere of maritime activity, as a result,
acquires an almost universal scale; the number of key
(for Russia) regions of the World Ocean is also
increasing (the phrase key region is symptomatically
widely used in the Strategy for the Development of
Maritime Activity of the Russian Federation until
2030, which entered into force in 201914). Neverthe-
less, Russia’s full-scale presence as a leading maritime
power on the world stage is constrained by a number of
significant factors, which have fully manifested them-
selves, including in the last six to seven years, amid
growing geopolitical turbulence and geoeconomic
competition.

CONSTRAINTS AND LIMITATIONS 
OF MARITIME ACTIVITY 

IN MODERN RUSSIA
The constraints and limitations of the Russian

Federation’s maritime activity are diverse, differing in
their origin, strength, and range, as well as the time
horizon of action. The most prolonged, although sub-
ject to partial modification (including due to observed
climate changes (Smith, 2011)), generating, in partic-
ular, more favorable opportunities for maritime logis-
tics in the Arctic) are the natural and climatic condi-
tions of the maritime areas that delimit the country,
requiring additional costs for infrastructure support of
navigation, ice support of ships, which significantly
increases the cost of major construction and labor
resources.

The constraint on Russia’s maritime activity is also
the historically formed spatial asymmetry between the
main multifunctional coastal centers that solve pro-
duction, logistics, educational, and other maritime
problems on a national scale (St. Petersburg, Kalinin-
grad), or its large macroregions (Murmansk, Arkhan-
gelsk, Vladivostok) and the remote, most important
raw material (energy and biological resources) water
areas of the Russian Arctic and Far East.

In the post-Soviet period, the country acutely felt
the technical and technological restrictions on maritime
activity, including in relation to the aging f leet of civil
and military ships and rather slow pace of its modern-
ization. Based on the situation for 2019, among the
2717 vessels of the Russian merchant and fishing f leet,
1783 were built 25 or more years ago, while only
212 were less than 5 years old. Despite the positive

14Strategy for the Development of Maritime Activity of the Rus-
sian Federation until 2030. Order of the Government of the
Russian Federation of August 30, 2019 no. 1930-r.
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Table 4. Priority areas of Russia’s presence in the World Ocean

Source: (Druzhinin and Lachininskii, 2019).

Geographic 
direction Region Geoeconomic and geopolitical interests

Atlantic Baltic Sea Development of coastal port infrastructure; construction of logistics and hydrocarbon pro-
cessing complexes; overcoming exclave of Kaliningrad Oblast

Black Sea Ensuring balance of geopolitical forces, effective integration of Crimea into Russia’s socio-
economic system, development of gas transport system; expansion of capacity of port com-
plexes in line with growth of energy exports; implementation of transport and transit 
potential of coastal territories, development of coastal resorts

Sea of Azov

Mediterra-
nean Sea

Ensuring stability of commodity f lows from Russia to countries of region (traditional and 
new Russian export markets); military strategic deterrence

Arctic Ensuring unconditional sovereignty of Russian Federation over waters and territories of Arc-
tic under its jurisdiction, development of Northern Sea Route; development of Arctic conti-
nental shelf and building up of processing plant infrastructure on coast. Creation and 
implementation of adaptive (taking into account specifics of North) technologies for marine 
economic activity. Development of unique icebreaker f leet and its own corporate f leet of 
operators for development of Arctic zone.

Pacific Sea of Japan Development of seaports in interests of building up capabilities of geoeconomic corridor in 
Russian East and Russia’s inclusion in Eurasian infrastructure projects. Ensuring economic 
and infrastructural connectivity of Russia’s Far Eastern regions; formation of reliable 
resource base for gas supply and organization of future export supplies, including LNG; 
development of full cycle of fish and seafood processing. Ensuring military-strategic security 
of Russia’s eastern border

Sea of 
Okhotsk

Bering Sea

Caspian Development and modernization of seaports; formation of modern oil and gas production 
complex in Russian sector of Caspian; solving regional security problems

Indian Ocean Expansion of Russian shipping; sales of Russian shipbuilding products

Antarctic Use of aquatic biological resources; scientific research of hydrosphere, atmosphere, and 
cryosphere
dynamics in Russian civil shipbuilding (in 2013,
85 ships were commissioned, 42 in 2015, 55 in 2017,
and 95 in 2019),15 these volumes are still insufficient
for either radical modernization of the country’s mar-
itime fleet on its own production and technological
base or for the effective functioning of domestic ship-
building enterprises (their average load does not yet
exceed 40–50%).

In a certain sense, Russia’s diversified maritime
activity is constrained by structural restrictions, also
manifested in recent decades and associated with
imbalances between the volume of military (where
Russia provides 12% of the global volume, ranking

15https://minpromtorg.gov.ru/common/upload/files/docs/Min-
promtorg-2020.pdf. Accessed April 13, 2021.
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second after the United States) and civil shipbuilding
(the military sector is responsible for about 70% of
orders, including 21% for export, while civilian output
makes up about 30% of the nomenclature, and exports
make up less than 2%16), as well as between the scale of
export–import operations yielded by maritime logis-
tics and the capabilities of the Russian merchant f leet
itself (the Russian Federation is responsible for about
3.6% of the total cargo turnover of seaports of the
world, but only 1.2% of the tonnage of the world mer-
chant f leet, which places Russia 19th in the world for
this indicator; only a third of ships owned by Russian

16http://rg.ru/2016/06/09/sudostroenie-odin-iz-glavnyh-plac-
darmov-podema-ekonomiki-rossii.html. Accessed October 15,
2020.
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business entities are registered under the Russian
flag).17

A priority factor, highly actualized in the last two
decades and significantly influencing practically all
spheres of Russia’s maritime activity, is international-
ization, understood as a high degree of dependence on
foreign markets, technologies, investments. A particu-
lar, but characteristic example is, in this case, Pri-
morsky Krai, where about 85–90% of fish and sea-
food catches are exported annually, primarily to China
and the South Korea (Rybokhozyaistvennyi …, 2018).
With an eye on foreign markets, such large-scale, f lag-
ship projects for the Russian maritime economy as
Turkish Stream, Nord Stream-2, Yamal-LNG, and
Vostok-Oil are being implemented, which puts Rus-
sia’s maritime activity in direct dependence not only
on the dynamics of the global economy, but also on
the geopolitical situation, including the nature of
interaction between Russia and its main foreign coun-
terparts (states, interstate institutions, and major cor-
porations in sectors relevant to the Russian economy).

In this regard, a significant limitation was also the
policy currently implemented by the United States and
EU countries (in the United States, SSI—Sectoral
Sanctions Identifications) and sectoral and secondary
sanctions with respect to key economic agents of Rus-
sia involved in the development of hydrocarbon
resources on the Arctic shelf, as well as companies of
the Russian military-industrial complex and transport
operators. This policy was extended, among other
things, to leading subjects of maritime activity of the
Russian Federation, including Rosneft (sectoral sanc-
tions), Gazprom Neft (sectoral sanctions), Transneft
(sectoral sanctions), Lukoil (sectoral sanctions), etc.

The most significant sanctions regime is for mari-
time oriented economic entities of the Republic of
Crimea and the federal city of Sevastopol (actually
deprived of the opportunity to carry out foreign eco-
nomic activity directly), in particular: Cherno-
morneftegaz (nonsectoral sanctions), Sevastopol
Commercial Port (nonsectoral sanctions), Kerch
Commercial Port (nonsectoral sanctions), Kerch
Strait Ferry Line (nonsectoral sanctions), More Ship-
yard (nonsectoral sanctions), Zaliv Shipyard, etc.

An opportunistic factor, but, nevertheless, one lim-
iting Russia’s maritime activity was the COVID-19
pandemic, which triggered another (very deep) world
economic (including consumer, investment, trade)
crisis. Its manifestations in Russia will undoubtedly
affect the port economy (both in 2008 and 2014, the
decline in prices for basic Russian raw materials was
accompanied by an increase in their exports in physi-
cal terms; now the situation is different: for the first
time since 1999, cargo handling in Russian ports
began to decline, decreasing in 2020 by 3% versus the

17UNCTAD (2019). Review of Maritime Transport 2018 (United
Nations publication. Sales No. E.18.II.D.5 New York and
Geneva).
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same period the previous year18), as well as oil and gas
projects in shelf zones and, of course, due to the inev-
itable general curtailment of investment demand by
corporations and government orders for shipbuilding.
Thus, a significant limiting factor for Russia’s marine
economy is the rather limited current (and for the
medium term) possibilities of state financial and
investment support. Much-needed effective coordination
between the main subjects of Russia’s maritime econ-
omy (large national companies) and the positive exter-
nalities of their industrial and infrastructure projects
are insufficient (for the development of maritime ori-
ented segments of mechanical engineering, for the
sustainable progressive socioeconomic dynamics of
coastal territories developed by big business).

All these circumstances significantly limit the pos-
sibilities of Russia’s presence in the World Ocean,
transforming development of the country’s maritime
activity not only into an indisputable geopolitical and
geoeconomic imperative, but also a multidimensional
strategic problem that requires systemic solutions,
integrative approaches and, without a doubt,
resources and political will.

MAIN PRIORITIES AND DIRECTIONS 
FOR BUILDING UP AN EFFECTIVE RUSSIAN 

PRESENCE IN THE WORLD OCEAN
The Soviet Union’s maritime interests were global.

For almost the entire post-Soviet period, Russia has
consistently sought to increase its maritime economic
activity, recover (at least partially) its former naval
potential, and thereby strengthen and expand its pres-
ence not only in the maritime areas delimiting the
country, but also in the World Ocean as a whole.

Since 1992 (when the program Revival of the Rus-
sian Merchant Fleet for 1993–2000 came into force),
the maritime vector of development of the Russian
Federation is symptomatically recorded in numerous
state doctrines and federal programs specially devel-
oped and approved by the country’s leadership: The
Federal Target Program (FTP) World Ocean (1998),
Marine Doctrine of Russia for the Period up to 2020
(2001), FTP Creation of a System for Basing the Black
Sea Fleet on the Territory of the Russian Federation in
2005–2020 (2004), FTP Development of Civil
Marine Technology for 2009–2016 (2008), Strategy
for Development of Maritime Activity of the Russian
Federation (2010; amended, 2019), Strategy for
Development of Seaport Infrastructure in Russia until
2030 (2012), Maritime Doctrine of the Russian Feder-
ation (2015), etc. The approaches formulated in these
documents are becoming increasingly complex from
year to year; recently, they have very clearly empha-

18Freight turnover of seaports for 10 months of 2020 [Electronic
edition]. https://www.morport.com/rus/news/gruzooborot-
morskih-portov-rossii-za-10-mesyacev-2020-goda. Accessed
December 3, 2020.
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sized Arctic and Far Eastern themes, and have partic-
ularly focused on the military-power, technical and
technological, infrastructural, scientific, and eco-
nomic priorities of the country’s maritime activity.19

The current situation in the modern world (the effects
of deglobalization and economic protectionism, risks
of socioeconomic stagnation, escalation of geopoliti-
cal confrontation) initiates, nevertheless, an even
more consistent linking of Russia’s maritime efforts
with its modern economic interests and capabilities,
modernizing the issues of the effectiveness of Russia’s
presence and its commercial and military structures
(Matishov et al., 2007) in the World Ocean.

The effectiveness, in this case, is primarily associ-
ated with ensuring balance (proportionality of dynam-
ics, mutually supportive development) of various
components of the country’s maritime activity: its
commercial and military components and resource-
extracting structures and providing their investment
demand, isolated marine macroregions (Baltic, Black
Sea region, etc.), actual maritime industries and the
economy of coastal regions localizing them, etc.

Further development requires, in this regard, first
of all, system of naval support of Russia’s geoeco-
nomic interests and its leading corporations, whose
activity are increasingly becoming transnational,
transcontinental in nature.

The Middle East vector of Russian companies is
primarily related to their activity in Egypt, Iraq, and
Syria. In October 2017, Rosneft closed a deal to
acquire a 30% stake in a concession agreement for the
development of the Zohr gas field in Egypt.20 Also in
Egypt, since 1998, Lukoil has been involved in the
joint production project WEEM (West Esh El-Mal-
laha) near the city of Hurghada.21 The resources of the
African continent are also in the sphere of interests of
Russian companies. In June 2014, Lukoil entered a
deep-water project on the Etinde block on the shelf of
the Gulf of Guinea, owned by Cameroon (the entry
deal was concluded in March 2015).22 In Southeast
Asia, Rosneft is participating in a joint project to con-
struct an oil refining and petrochemical complex in
the city of Tuban (East Java, Indonesia).23 The inten-
sification of Russian–Venezuelan trade and economic
relations led to the fact that in 2017 the Venezuelan
authorities issued licenses to Rosneft to develop the

19Strategy for Development of Maritime Activity of the Russian
Federation until 2030. Order of the Government of the Russian
Federation of August 30, 2019, no. 1930-r.

20http://www.rosneft.ru/business/Upstream/ProductionAndDe-
velopment/Proekt_Zohr_Egipet/. Accessed December 1, 2020.

21http://lukoil.ru/Business/Upstream/Overseas. Accessed
December 1, 2020.

22http://lukoil.ru/Company/BusinessOperation/Geographi-
cReach/Africa/LUKOILinCameroon. Accessed December 1,
2020.

23http://www.rosneft.ru/press/releases/item/188837/. Accessed
December 1, 2020.
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Mejillones and Patao offshore fields for a period of
30 years (the company is the development operator of
the field and will be able to export the entire output
volume, including LNG).24 Since July 2017, Lukoil
has been involved in developing a number of oil fields
on the shelf of the Gulf of Mexico (Mexico).25 These
areas of Russian geoeconomic interests are already
symptomatically combined with bases deployed by the
Russian Navy (in Syria, Vietnam) as well as with for-
eign seaports open to access by Russian warships.
There are eight in the Mediterranean Sea, four in the
Arabian Sea, one in the Caribbean (Venezuela), one in
the Tasman Sea (Australia), and one in the Gulf of
Guinea (Cameroon). Russia’s buildup of a grouping
of modern military vessels equipped with hypersonic
weapons, as well as further expansion of the network of
possible basing points, will make it possible not only to
show the f lag,26 but also to yield potential for force
support so necessary for the country, its economy, and
expansion of its presence in foreign markets.

The transition from the currently prevailing
“basin” practice (and logic) of the maritime economy
to the formation of a Unified System of Maritime Activ-
ity of Russia, which envisages not only the develop-
ment of transoceanic transport and logistics ties
(based primarily on the infrastructure of the Northern
Sea Route, as well as on the system of inland navigable
waterways, including the White Sea–Baltic, Volga–
Baltic, Volga–Don, and other canals), but also the
building of f lexible interbasin interactions (at the cor-
porate and national levels), when, e.g., in case of
emergency, commodity f lows of the Black Sea region
can be diverted to the Baltic and from the Caspian to
Murmansk, Arkhangelsk, and vice versa) (Druzhinin,
2020b).

In the modern global context, characterized by
experts as the dominant period of the next disintegra-
tion cycle (Shuper, 2016), it becomes extremely neces-
sary to achieve the maximum possible self-sufficiency
of the country’s maritime economy (within the frame-
work of Russia’s economic system and its partnerships
in the Eurasian Economic Union), implemented both
on the basis of targeted protectionist measures (pri-
marily in the interests of Russian shipbuilding and
mechanical engineering in general), and in formats of
theory and practice that have successfully proven
themselves in the Soviet period in forming the
aquatic-territorial complex. It is necessary to cultivate
and maintain the so far sparse (but nevertheless

24http://www.rbc.ru/business/17/12/2017/
5a35abe89a7947eca62f30bb. Accessed December 1, 2020.

25http://www.vedomosti.ru/business/articles/2020/01/23/
821347-lukoil. Accessed December 1, 2020.

26In November 2020, it became known that the Government of
Iran is ready to provide Russia and China with all the conditions
for a military presence in the ports of Chabahar, Bandar Abbas,
and Bushehr in accordance with the military element of the
agreements.
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already developed, including in the Arctic (Pilyasov
and Putilova, 2020), practices of joint construction
and use by corporations (primarily with state partici-
pation) of infrastructure in coastal zones, as well as
purposefully increase the fiscal and overall socioeco-
nomic return from maritime economic activity
(ensured by both its diversification and the shift of pri-
orities in the subcontracted policy of major maritime
oriented Russian companies in favor of Russian
machinery industry enterprises).

The need to cultivate and implement systemic
approaches both towards the use of natural resources
within particular seas (the economic exploitation of
which, devoid of an orientation towards an integrated
result, contradicts, among other things, the natural
systemic nature of shelf waters (Matishov et al., 2007),
and in general the administration of economic, resi-
dential, and ecological processes within the frame-
work of aquatic-territorial structures) requires the pri-
ority development of marine administration in the
country. Its formats and contours have recently been
actively discussed (Baklanov et al., 2017), including
the possible creation of a specialized government body
(a special Maritime Ministry (Matishov et al., 2007),
or certain maritime activity councils of the federal and
regional basin (Voitolovsky, 2005)).

CONCLUSIONS
In the last two decades, Russia, which is increas-

ingly more actively involved in transnational eco-
nomic interdependencies and is trying to achieve a
multivector nature in its foreign policy, is turning
towards the World Ocean. This is primarily manifested
in its increasing maritime economic activity (the
development of seaports and industrial port com-
plexes, coastal and shelf energy projects, revival of
domestic shipbuilding industries, construction of
underwater gas transport systems, etc.), in strengthen-
ing Russia’s geostrategic (including military force)
presence of the Russian Federation both in the adja-
cent and in more remote water areas of the World
Ocean. These processes more clearly highlight and
delimit sea (oceanic) spaces (primarily bordering) as a
sphere of priority geoeconomic and geopolitical inter-
ests of our country.

It seems that the most important geopolitical and
geoeconomic target for positioning Russia in the
World Ocean by the middle of the 21st century should
be overcoming what a century ago the geographer and
economist P.N. Savitsky (1997) defined as: Transport
deprivation of landlocked Russia (in the sense of its
active participation in world economic exchange). At
present, such deprivation has already been partially
eliminated, but, at the same time, the problem of
building up and full-scale use of the maritime trans-
port and logistics potential of the Russian Federation
(including in the development of the resource poten-
tial of the Arctic, as well as the regions of the Russian
REGIO
Far East), as well as the formation and entry of
national value chains into promising markets. In stra-
tegic terms, it is equally important to achieve sustain-
able and effective (for Russia as a whole and its coastal
regions) maritime activity in the waters delimiting the
country (including their shelf zones) and, on this
basis, not only to strengthen Russia’s geopolitical
presence in them, but also to ensure positive socioeco-
nomic and residential dynamics practically along the
entire perimeter of the Russian sea (oceanic) coast.
For the sake of solving these long-term, fundamental
problems, Russia will need to find, mobilize, and
increase not only the appropriate investment, finan-
cial, scientific, and technological, human, and other
resources, but also to efficiently coordinate the partic-
ipants in maritime economic activity and find an
acceptable (mutually supportive) balance of military
and commercial maritime activity. It is just as import-
ant—while maintaining the trend of internationaliza-
tion of Russia’s priority maritime industries that has
developed over the past three post-Soviet decades,
imparting Russia with a real multivector nature—to
acquire the greatest maritime self-sufficiency and the
ability, to the necessary and fullest extent, to national-
ize (in the interests of all of society, not individual eco-
nomic spheres and corporations!) Russia’s positive
image of its positioning as a leading maritime power.
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